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Welcome
RegTech Associates, home of the RegTech Directory (http://rtdirectory.co),
is the largest independent RegTech community. We actively partner with
regulators, RegTech service providers, regulated financial institutions
and regulatory experts to promote collaboration in this space.
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Our ambition is to help the marketplace find, select and procure
technology to meet regulatory obligations. As a core art of our services,
we help build RegTech companies and accelerate their development
through our advisory and commercial partnership models.

We will soon begin compiling our 2018 global RegTech Directory,
expanding it beyond the almost 500 RegTech providers covered in our
2017 version. Our goal is for the directory to serve as the “go-to” reference
for Regulated Firms, RegTech companies and Investors alike. Organised into functional categories, the directory has
already been helping firms match their problems to solutions, identify RegTech industry participants, recognise
investment opportunities and assess the market’s maturity. The directory is curated by our members, with entries
evaluated by senior experts drawn from throughout the financial services industry – banks, asset managers,
technologists, industry bodies, regulators and investors.
We regularly host events, speak at and chair lively discussions on RegTech. We share highlights and insights from
these through our newsletters, blogs and whitepapers, which you can find on our website: https://rtassociates.co/
You can also sign up to the RegTech Associates community here to be kept up-to-date with our activities 		
and publications.

About the March 2018 event
We first met Christophe Gouélo, Head of RegTech Consulting for BNP Paribas CIB, in October 2017. He soon
demonstrated his passion for solving the challenges of meeting regulatory obligations. In December we met
Abdoulaye Diop, Finance Risk & Compliance at Capco, and the idea of the exploring the application of RegTech to
tackling Financial Crime and Conduct regulations was first born.
Following successful events earlier this year in London, Frankfurt and Shenzen, on March 13th, 2018, in partnership
with Capco and BNP Paribas, RegTech Associates hosted an event in Paris entitled “Financial Crime & Conduct:
Exploring Regulatory Technology – A New Approach”.
The event explored the business challenges facing financial institutions in meeting their regulatory obligations.
Attendees constituted a senior audience, including the largest French banks and the UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA).
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Executive Summary
In response to pressures from increasingly complex and demanding global regulations, RegTech solutions are
achieving the ability to process, analyse and distil enormous volumes of data from disparate sources virtually in
real-time.
The expanding electronification of global financial markets, as driven by market structure reforms such as DoddFrank, EMIR and MiFID II, is very rapidly bringing online vast new streams of information, alongside new processes
that need to be monitored systematically for unusual or suspicious patterns.
Regulatory requirements demanding systematic and timely analyses of relationships, sequences and patterns
across interrelated data flows need to be adhered to alongside strict rules governing data management.
Financial Services firms are progressively turning to combinations of Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language
Processing and expert human input to meet their regulatory obligations.
During the March 2018 event in Paris, participants expressed a strong appetite to understand how technology can
help them address regulatory requirements, and to increase their awareness of existing solutions.
A range of themes emerged, including what Financial Crime and Conduct regulations have in common – both
require monitoring a considerable number of data sources. Without adequate context, it is virtually impossible to
begin addressing how to analyse effectively the enormous datasets involved.
Discussions outlined current trends and potential approaches, focusing on issues faced by specific financial services
industry segments in addition to considering the wider contexts of globalisation and data-centric challenges.
This whitepaper sets out to share insights presented by banking and RegTech experts who participated in the event’s
panel discussions.

BNP Paribas Corporate and Institutional Banking is a leading global financial services firm offering
capital markets, securities services, advisory, finance and treasury solutions.
Capco is a global Management and Technology consultancy based in London, UK with offices in financial
centers across North America, South America, Europe and Asia. Capco specialises in providing end-toend consulting services and transformational solutions to the financial services sector and the energy
sector.
HSBC is one of the world’s largest banking and financial services organisations, serving around 38 million
customers through Commercial Banking, Retail Banking and Wealth Management, Global Banking and
Markets, and Global Private Banking.
Kompli-Global provides AI-driven intelligence on organisations and individuals, enabling businesses to
perform multi-jurisdictional, multi-lingual due diligence checks to address their KYC and AML obligations.
Quantexa uses real-time entity resolution with network analytics and AI to knit together vast and
disparate data sets and derive actionable intelligence. Applications include surveillance and the
prevention of financial crime.
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Panel Insights
Investment Banking
Ever more data is needed to meet regulatory requirements, with data
fragmentation presenting significant challenges. Business workflows
are increasingly moving to the digital space (e.g. voice brokerage
moving to electronic transactions), where ongoing surveillance has
become a necessity. This creates pressures for digital workflows
to be more effective, with key data needing to be delivered very
quickly, precisely, and with greater relevance. Here robotic process
automation (RPA) can help sift through and prepare data for rapid
retrieval and analyses.
Jean-Yves Sansac, Head of Global Markets Compliance at BNP
Paribas, highlighted how data is the key to detecting market abuse
and to achieving client transparency. He further emphasised the
challenges of digital surveillance across multiple data sources and
communications – there is a need for robust monitoring systems that
remain consistent and flexible as data sources and rules evolve, and
as new transactions are carried out.

Contributors
Jean-Yves Sansac
Head of Global Markets Compliance at
BNP Paribas
Raymundo Zuniga
COO Global Banking at HSBC
Laurent Valet
COO Compliance Wealth Management
GAIM BNP Paribas
John Davies
CEO of Kompli-Global

Vishal Marria
Raymundo Zuniga, COO Global Banking
CEO of Quantexa
at HSBC, focused on the application of
“As business
technology to the prevention of financial
workflows
crime (e.g. money laundering, bribery and corruption). At HSBC, Client Due Diligence
increasingly move
processes were completely overhauled following a $1.92 billion fine for failing to prevent
to the digital space,
Mexican drug cartels from laundering hundreds of millions of dollars in the US1. This
ongoing surveillance
involved a complete change in the approach to managing financial crime, which included
becomes a necessity”
time-consuming remediation work that resulted in additional processes, costs and
challenges for clients. New processes put in place facilitated a greater standardisation of
KYC processes and a systematic sharing of relevant data with subsidiaries throughout the
world. Despite extensive new systems and workflows, a significant amount of inefficient paper-based information
flow and manual processing persist, given the extent of information now collected from clients.
Zuniga proposed that more efficient processes could be achieved through financial
institutions collaborating on sharing client information globally, for example through
the deployment of a “utility” model. Clients would then also benefit from not having
to repeatedly submit very similar types of information for new financial operations.
Challenges for financial institutions would include how best to use shared intelligence and
data, what form their collaboration would take, and determining what technology would
be most appropriate.

“More efficient
processes could be
achieved through
financial institutions
collaborating on
sharing client
information globally”

“Data is the key to
detecting market
abuse and to
achieving client
transparency”

Zuniga also pointed out that whilst banks have a lot of information about their clients,
when dealing with complex and international corporations it remains very difficult to
predict and prevent bribery or corruption, particularly as some client dealing takes place
in high risk regions of the world.
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Panel Insights
Wealth Management
A high degree of customisation is needed due to the sophistication of products and individual client demands.
Speed and flexibility are increasing important to High Net Worth and private investors, who are also demanding
enhanced transparency and increasingly complex tailored products. A strong focus of major regulations is on
protecting clients’ interests and preventing financial crime.
Laurent Valet, COO Compliance Wealth Management GAIM (BNP Paribas), suggested the
Wealth Management business can be thought of as “Haute Couture”, given its relatively
small volume of highly customised transactions. In addition to addressing the challenges
of MiFID II compliance (effective since January 2018), firms need to follow rigorous KYC
processes and pay particular attention to market integrity, the risks of market abuse and
potential tax compliance issues when dealing with a highly international client base.
•
•
•
•
•

“High Net Worth and
private investors are
demanding enhanced
transparency and
increasingly complex
tailored products”

Valet sees technology best placed to address specific areas:
Processing: KYC searches and analyses (e.g. adverse media checks or screening
for Politically Exposed Persons), increasing transaction speeds
Handling ever-increasing data volumes: quickly obtaining the right relevant data
Robotic automation of specific functions (e.g. via chatbots answering questions on international compliance
and procedures, or delivering advice to clients)
Detecting unusual behaviour

When putting systems in place, an important challenge is how to demonstrate that they are effective and scalable
across multiple jurisdictions.

Globalisation
Criminals do not operate neatly within the borders of single countries. The United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC) estimates that at least $800 billion - $2 trillion (2 - 5% of global GDP) is laundered through the global
financial system each year by transnational organised crime2. Yet it is estimated that less than 1% of global illicit
financial flows are being seized or frozen.

“Organised criminals
understand rulesbased systems
and how these are
fragmented across
the globe”

The scale of the issue highlights significant challenges to working out how financial
institutions can best cooperate to tackle international money laundering. The rarity
of actions and fines from regulators for money laundering offenses highlights how
challenging it can be to identify such criminal activity.

John Davies, CEO of Kompli-Global, focused on how to ensure criminals cannot abuse
customers and how financial institutions can perform better due diligence checks. He
outlined how organised criminals understand rules-based systems and how these are
fragmented across the globe – they consider situations in isolation and play on the rules
of legitimate business. Past “deep” due diligence checks are known to have missed all signs of illegal activity – for
example where some fraudsters were operating elaborate scams.
Given the complexities of international businesses, onboarding international clients can be particularly labourintensive. Many checks that may be considered sufficient for a given purpose locally (e.g. requesting a copy of
passports and utility bills) are very unlikely to be sufficient.
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Panel Insights
According to Davies, an approach to tackling these challenges is to build a global technology-based solution that
incorporates input from local human expertise. A key concern to bear in mind is the balance to strike between
the rights of consumers versus regulatory obligations. As such a global platform would rely on vast amounts of
data, consumer data protection regulation such as the EU’s GDPR would add significant complexities through its
requirement to be able to delete completely data on specific individuals. Technologies such as Blockchain could
improve data security and operational efficiency, but they are designed to maintain and distribute complete
historical data records.
The challenges outlined by Davies are very familiar to the UK’s FCA, which is running a TechSprint in May 2018
that will focus on use cases in the AML, financial crime, and terrorist financing domain. The FCA’s TechSprint will
include participation from international regulatory colleagues and government bodies. One specific use case being
considered is “How can technology aid cross-border data sharing, retaining analytical validity and value of the data
while complying with data protection law?”

Potential Solutions and Data Challenges
“Firms using
technology-based
solutions will need
to ensure they have
the legal right to
process specific sets
of individual data
points”

Event participants agreed that data is the backbone of RegTech solutions.
Nowadays, almost all our activities leave some kind of data footprint. It is therefore
critical to take context into account when analysing data that is aggregated from multiple
sources, as is needed for thorough due diligence checks and the monitoring of market
practices. For example, transaction monitoring cannot be effective if it analyses only a
single transaction.

As Vishal Marria, CEO of Quantexa, put it, “no one buys a house by looking through the
letterbox”. Combining human intelligence with technology will be essential to ensuring relevant data is combined,
analysed and used in appropriate contexts, with local specificities and rules taken into account as needed. Human
intelligence will also be needed to interpret operations that don’t conform to typical patterns, in turn informing
algorithms that continue to evolve. Furthermore, certain regulations include principles-based rules or guidelines
that need to be interpreted by human beings and can be implemented differently by different firms.
When aggregating and using data from a wide range of sources, it becomes important to keep track of data lineage.
In fact, a number of current regulatory frameworks include specific requirements to ensure the origins and any
manipulations of specific individual data elements are tracked systematically (e.g. Solvency II or BCBS 239), and
certain upcoming regulatory requirements will lead to potentially severe financial and operational consequences
for firms that do not manage customer data or Risk data extremely rigorously (e.g. GDPR or FRTB). This puts pressure
on designers of RegTech solutions to build detailed audit trail capabilities into their systems.
A range of technology-based regulatory compliance solutions are likely to involve the pooling of client data across
numerous firms with international operations, effectively relying on an “ecosystem” of firms that use them. Where a
solution produces an automated analysis of a client’s profile, there will be instances where
firms using that solution will need to ensure they have the legal right to process specific
sets of individual data points, which may or may not be the case for every other firm with “Combining human
which they are sharing data. Certain solutions will therefore need the ability to include,
intelligence with
exclude or encrypt specific data accordingly. They may also be obliged to ensure they can
technology will be
communicate and explain the outcome of their analyses (e.g. a given risk score or a refusal
essential”
to offer a specific service), which can place limits on the types of algorithms used (e.g.
limiting “black box” algorithms).
Many existing solutions already make use of machine learning or artificial intelligence algorithms that combine,
parse and manipulate vast datasets, sometimes in real-time, typically to identify anomalies, inconsistencies,
suspicious patterns or missing information. An important test is to see whether algorithms can flag previously
unknown patterns without generating too many “false positives”.
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Closing Comments
Event participants remarked that the evolution of RegTech is as exciting as the creation of new financial instruments
in the market.
There was a consensus that data is central to all solutions, and a widespread view that the best approaches need to
combine technology and human expertise.
Participants highlighted three key issues when automating end-to-end business processes using technology:
•
•
•

Data is often unstructured
Data quality is a common challenge
Systems need the ability to analyse historical data, which can be best achieved by 			
“deep learning” algorithms

At this stage in the maturity of available solutions, it is important to “dare to test, to fail, to learn”.

Panel Insights and Key Takeaways
1. Business workflows are increasingly moving to the digital space, where ongoing surveillance has become
a necessity
2. Data is the key to detecting market abuse and to achieving client transparency
3. More efficient processes could be achieved through financial institutions collaborating on sharing client
information globally
4. Speed and flexibility are increasing important to High Net Worth and private investors, who are also
demanding enhanced transparency and increasingly complex tailored products
5. Organised criminals understand rules-based systems and how these are fragmented across the globe; an
approach to tackling this challenge is to build a global technology-based solution that incorporates input
from local human expertise
6. Combining human intelligence with technology will be essential to ensuring relevant data is combined,
analysed and used in appropriate contexts, with local specificities and rules taken into account as needed
7. Firms using global technology-based solutions need to ensure they have the legal right to process specific
sets of individual data points
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